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Abstract
This article deals with themolecular dynamics simulation of open systems that can exchange energy
andmatter with a reservoir; the physics of the reservoir and its interactions with the system are
described by themodel introduced by Bergmann and Lebowitz (PGBergmann and J L Lebowitz 1955
Phys. Rev. 99 578). Despite its conceptual appeal, themodel did not gain popularity in theﬁeld of
molecular simulation and, as a consequence, did not play a role in the development of open system
molecular simulation techniques, even though it can provide the conceptual legitimation of
simulation techniques thatmimic open systems.We shall demonstrate that themodel can serve as a
tool in devising both numerical procedures and conceptual deﬁnitions of physical quantities that
cannot be deﬁned in a straightforwardway by systemswith aﬁxed number ofmolecules. In particular,
we discuss the utility of the Bergmann–Lebowitz (BL)model for the calculation of equilibrium time
correlation functions within the grand canonical adaptive resolutionmethod (GC-AdResS) and
report numerical results for the case of liquidwater.
1. Introduction
The physics of open systems is considered to be of primary importance in the understanding of natural
phenomena and in the development ofmodern technology [1]. Systems in real life, as well as in experimental
setups, are open systems, that is, systemswhich exchange energy and particles with their environment; the
process of the exchange of particles is the basis of their interesting properties (see e.g. [2]). From a theoretical
point of view the conceptual development of the classical and quantum statisticalmechanics of open systems is
challenging; in fact, theorems of statisticalmechanics and dynamics derived for systemswith aﬁxed number of
particles are no longer valid in their standard formulation andmust be revised accordingly, e.g., if the
deterministic evolution is substitutedwith the stochastic evolutionwhich controls the process of exchange of
particles [3–7].Wewill argue that extensive theoretical workwith effective, elegant and (from a practical point of
view) useful concepts were developed a long time ago (much in advance of the advent of computer simulations)
but have remained unnoticed by themajority of themolecular simulation community. As amatter of fact, until
recently, open systemswith a varying number of particles have been simulated using algorithmswhich did not
succeed as expected. The lack of success wasmost probably due to reduced efﬁciency compared to techniques
based onﬁxed particle numbers (see, e.g. [8]).However, recently algorithms ofmultiscale character, which aim
at bridging different scales within one uniﬁed framework, have gained great popularity, which in turn has led to
the construction of efﬁcient techniqueswhere systems exchange energy or particles with an external
environment; for example techniques usingmolecular resolution that can adaptively change in space (adaptive
resolution simulation), see e.g. [9] and [10] and references therein.
Adaptive resolution simulation techniques allowus to focus on a speciﬁc region in space, treated at a desired
(high) resolution, while the rest of the system is treated at a lower resolution. In the resolved region, some
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subsystemof interest (or, beyond equilibrium, exchanges energy and particles according towell deﬁned
statistical physical laws). In contrast to the ﬁrst generation of algorithmswith a varying number of particles, such
algorithms are technically highly efﬁcient andﬂexible. Thisﬂexibilitymakes them feasible for use in the
calculation of various statistical properties, such as time correlation functions, some ofwhich require a
theoretical redeﬁnition (compared to theﬁxed particle number simulations). The necessity of a formal
redeﬁnition of equilibrium time correlation functions inmodern open systemsMD simulations calls for
revisiting the theoretical concepts developed aboutﬁve to six decades ago for the statisticalmechanics of open
systems in the context of state-of-the-art computer algorithms.
In this paper, following the terminology developed in [3–5], wewill refer to open systemswhich exchange
energy andmatter with the environment as grand ensemble systems; the grand canonical ensemble is one
particular realization of a grand ensemble, as discussed in [3–5]. The aimof this paper is: (a) a discussion of
theoretical concepts of open systems present in the literature; (b) a brief overview about the development/
application of algorithmswith a varying number of particles inmolecular dynamics; (c) the inclusion/
adaptation of formal results about open systems into the framework ofMD techniques; (d) to provide examples
ofmerging theory and algorithms by reporting numerical results for one speciﬁc open systemMD technique.
Wewill treat the speciﬁc case of the grand canonical-like adaptive resolution simulationmethod (GC-AdResS)
and discuss its conceptual consistencywith the theory present in the literature, together with its technical
advantages/limitations. The hope is that thismay stimulate further research along this direction and add to the
theoretical foundation ofMD simulations in a grand ensemble; the need to approachmore complex systems
characterized by the realistic process of exchange of energy andmatter with the environment, prohibitive in the
past, is becoming a guiding principle in the development and the application ofmolecular simulation
techniques [11].
The paper is organized as follows: in the ﬁrst sectionwewill give a general overview of the theoretical
concepts developed about the statisticalmechanics of open systems. Next wewill focus onwhatwewill call the
Bergmann–Lebowitz approach, aﬂexible and conceptually robustmodel that is of utmost relevance formany
state-of-the-artMDalgorithms. In the second sectionwewill brieﬂy discuss the general features of techniques of
MDwith a varying number of particles and introduce the idea ofMDwithmolecular adaptive resolution
simulation. In the third sectionwewill introduce one of the techniques of adaptive resolution simulation (GC-
AdResS) and report results where the BL theory of the ﬁrst section is employed to give conceptual justiﬁcation
for the simulations and to the corresponding calculation technique. Finally, conclusions and future perspectives
will be given. Itmust be noticed that the technical setup and the numerical results reported in this work are
original in the development of theGC-AdResSmethodology. In fact the results show that, with the technical
setup developed in this work, themethod is reliable not only for the calculation of static properties, onwhich
past research focused, but also for the calculation of dynamical properties, thus allowing the study of amuch
larger class of phenomena.
2. Basic concepts of a grand ensemble and extended Liouville equation
Whenone uses the keywords ‘statistical mechanics of open systems’ in an automatic literature search, oneﬁnds a
considerable amount of richmaterial (see, e.g., [3–7, 12]).However, the vastmajority of thismaterial focuses
mostly on the idea of coupling a system to a reservoir of energy, or to nonequilibrium scenarios, such as the
transport ofmatter from an external source. Exchange ofmatter techniques are usually limited to a simple
extensions of the concept of heat exchange and heatﬂow [4–6]. As amatter of fact, the exchange of heat has been
historicallymost relevant inMD simulations, as the coupling of a system to an external reservoir of energymakes
simulations numerically stable and physically targeted to the desired thermodynamic state, without requiring
large systems as those necessary toNVE simulations [13]. The circumstances outlined above, togetherwith the
lack of success of grand canonical-likeMDmethods (see the later discussion), were the reasonswhy the
theoretical concepts of grand ensemble, developed, e.g., in [4–6], did not become popular inMD simulations
and thuswere not implemented in practical tools of calculations. However, as underlined in the introduction,
the rediscovery and further development of suchwork became a timely necessity. In this sectionwewill trace the
idea behind the theoretical treatment of open systems in equilibrium andwewill restrict the discussion to those
approaches where the coupling between system and reservoir is not required in an explicit form; such
approaches represent themost generalmodel open system.Moreover, wewill restrict the treatment to classical
systems because ourmain interest lies in theﬁeld of classicalMD. In particular wewill deﬁne a generalized
Liouville equation and associated operator (the Bergmann–Lebowitz Liouville equation/operator).
Instead, the class of approaches which explicitly require a coupling term in theHamiltonian is usually
limited to transport processes (out of equilibrium), whose external source can be formalized in speciﬁc cases
only (e.g. [14]) andwhich in general do not admit a grand ensemble. The essential idea behind approaches
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which do not require an explicit coupling term, is that a small system is in contact with a large reservoir (ormore
than one, but for simplicity let us consider only one). The aim is to extract (thermo)dynamical laws governing
the small system, from themicroscopic equation of the global system (comprising the reservoir). The Liouville
equation of the global system is the ideal starting point, however, the variables considered in the reservoir are
macroscopic variables that can be considered to be averages overmicroscopic states; in the optimal case these
variables do not explicitly enter into the description of the evolution of the small system. The general hypothesis
at the basis of suchmodels is that the reservoir exerts its inﬂuence on the small systemonly via intensive
properties (see e.g. [4, 6]). The key idea is that, even if the extensive variables of the reservoir change, its intensive
variables are constants ofmotion. As a consequence, the dynamical evolution of the small systemdoes not
contain any time-dependent function of the reservoir and the small system is then governed by a self-consistent
dynamical evolution. In a pioneeringwork, Emch and Sewell [6] proposed amethod based on the basic
principles reported before. They treat quantum systems, and the generalized Liouville equation is amaster
equation governing the evolution of the statistical operator. However, they need an abstract projector operator
which coarse-grains themicroscopic variables of the reservoir intomacroscopic variables, that, in turn,
inﬂuence the small subsystem. ForMD simulations, although the premises of themethod and its formalism are
certainly appealing, this idea is not practical; in fact, the explicit speciﬁcation and formalization of a general
coarse-graining operator is not straightforward.However, a similar butmore appealing idea for its formal
simplicity and from the viewpoint of practical implementation, has been put forward by Bergmann and
Lebowitz [4], as will be outlined below; see also [5].
2.1. Bergmann–Lebowitz Liouville equation
In the seminal paper of Bergmann and Lebowitz [4] (and subsequently in the paper of Lebowitz and Shimony
[5]), the authors derive a generalmodel of amany-particle system that is interactingwith different reservoirs.
Here, for simplicity and for closer analogy to a standard grand canonicalMD simulation, wewill treat only the
case of a single reservoir. The key ingredient of themodel is an impulsive,Markovian interaction between the
reservoir and the system. The effect of the reservoir on the system can be completely described if one speciﬁes the
stationary distribution of the reservoir before the reservoir–system interaction (thus the knowledge of the
reservoir state as a function of time is not required). In theirmodel, each interaction between the system and the
reservoir produces a discontinuous transition of a system from a state withN particles (XN′ ) to onewithM
particles (XM). Such transitions are determined not only by the conﬁguration of the system, XN′ , but depends
also on the conﬁguration of the reservoir in phase space. Ignoring the reservoir state upon collision, the change
in the system state can be described in terms of aMarkovian transition kernel, K X X( , )NM N M′ , that is
independent of time. Speciﬁcally, K X X( , )NM N M′ is the probability that, in an inﬁnitesimally small time interval,
the system atXMmakes a transition to XN′ as a result of the interactionwith the reservoir. The probability density
function, X M t( , , )Mρ , at some pointXM of the phase space is governed by the extended Liouville equation
whichwewill name the Bergmann–Lebowitz Liouville equation:
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( ) ( )
( ) ( )
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where, as usual, H X( )M is theHamiltonian of the system corresponding to the pointXM and { , }∗ ∗ are the
canonical Poisson brackets.
An important point worthmentioning is that the standard Liouville theorem
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and
( )Q X K X Xˆ ( ) d , , .
N
N NM N M
0
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦∫∑∗ = ′ ′ ∗
=
∞
The generalized Liouville theorem expresses the fact that there is a probability ﬂux in and out of the system as a
result of the interactionwith the reservoir which induces the change fromN toM particles. The determinism of
the Liouville equation, which characterizes a closed system, is now replaced by a stochastic evolution in time.
It is convenient to retain the original formulation of the Liouville theorem and deﬁne an extended Liouville
operator (Bergmann–Lebowitz Liouville operator):
{ }L H Ri , ˆ ( ) (4)M MBL = ∗ + ∗
where
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If the kernel satisﬁes the following integral condition (ﬂux balance)
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then the stationary grand ensemble is the grand canonical ensemblewith density
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with k TBβ = the inverse temperature, μ the chemical potential and









Theﬂux balance (6) is both a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for stationarity with respect to the grand
canonical distribution. In such a case, due to the fact that
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )X K X X X N t K X X X M td , , , , , , 0,
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the BL Liouville operator is formally reduced to the standard Liouvillian
{ }L Hi , (7)M M= ∗
that is a Liouvillian corresponding to aHamiltonianwhich propagates the system in timewith a variable number
of particles (time dependent, stochastically regulated). As a consequence the BL Liouville equation is formally
reduced to the standard Liouville equation,
{ }( ) ( ) ( )
X M t
t
H X X M t
, ,








with the number of particles being a stochastic process.
3.Molecular dynamics of subsystemswith a varying number ofmolecules
MDwith a varying number of particles have been developedmostly for the calculation of the excess chemical
potential following theWidom insertion or the thermodynamic integration techniques [15, 16]. Suchmethods
describe the effect of inserting or deleting amolecule in a systemofNmolecules; they are computationally rather
demanding and the calculation of the excess chemical potential is the only aim of such studies. An extension of
such a technique is that of hybridMD/MCmethods, in which the dynamical evolution of theMD system is
interfacedwithMCmoveswhich insert or remove particles and then equilibrate the system locally before the
nextMD step is actuated (see discussion in [16] and references therein). Such an approach is not optimal and is
computationally expensive, in fact each insertionwould have costs of the order of those ofWidom-like
techniques for the calculation of the chemical potential.
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FullyMDgrand canonical schemes that have been developed in the past did not gain popularity due to their
computational costs and a certain conceptual and theoretical artiﬁciality. A pioneering attemptwasmade by
Pettitt and collaborators [8, 17]; see also thework of Lo and Palmer [18]. Themethod is based on the
introduction of an additional dynamic variable s that represents the number of additional particles. At any
instant the total number ofmolecules of the system can bewritten as N s+ and s, the new variable, corresponds
to a fractional number depending on the degree of presence of an additionalmolecule. An extended
Hamiltonian is then derived and equations ofmotion for N s+ variables are derived,moreover the knowledge
a priori of excess chemical potentials is required at least when themolecular species aremore than one (e.g.
mixtures). It has been shown that such an approachwas not optimal when applied to liquidwater [19] and
further improvements were implemented in extended versions such as that of Eslami andMüller–Plathe [16]. In
our assessment, themethod of [16] represents a substantial improvement over previousmethodswith regard to
numerical robustness, nonetheless, it did notmeet expectations and the number of applications presented in the
literature is rather limited. In our view the idea of fractional particles is conceptually very appealing, but it
introduces extra computational costs together with amore complex situation regarding the numerical stability
of the algorithm and its implementation into pre-existing computational architectures ofﬂexible (popular)MD
codes. Later on, with the increasing success ofmultiscaleMD techniques and the development of concurrent
coupling techniques, a new generation of algorithms entered into the game [10]. Such a category is that of
adaptivemolecular resolution techniques. The common idea to allmethods in such a category is the deﬁnition
of twomain open boundary regions, one at high resolution (e.g. atomistic) and one at coarse-grained level
(spherical liquid); they are interfaced by a smaller regionwheremolecules crossing the border acquire or loose
their high resolution degrees of freedom.Molecules in the different regions are coupled via space-dependent
intermolecular forces [20, 21, 24],Hamiltonians [25, 26] or Lagrangians [27]. Each of these algorithms, in
principle, can be easily converted to a grand canonicalMD scheme if (1) the coarse-grained region is large
enough to assure physically realistic particle number density ﬂuctuations and (2) the high resolution region is
large enough to be of statistical relevance4. The computational efﬁciency of these kinds of techniques is provably
superior tomethodswith a varying number of particles of the previous generation (see e.g. [24, 28]). From this
perspective they represent a realistic pathway to futureMD simulations in general, and in particular for those
cases inwhich the variation in time of the number of particles or the physics of a subsystem is of high relevance.
In the next sectionwewill focus on one of these techniques, developed by some of the authors within the last
ﬁve to six years, with the speciﬁc aimof designing a general grand ensemble algorithm via adaptive resolution
simulation.Wewill present the grand canonical adaptive resolution simulation (GC-AdResS)method and
connect its principles to themodel of Bergmann and Lebowitz. In the following, the importance of such a
connection for the deﬁnition and calculation of equilibrium time correlation functionswill be discussed and
illustratedwith numerical results.
4.Grand canonical-like adaptive resolution simulation (GC-AdResS): basic principles
The basic structure of the original AdResS [20] is based on an intuitive technical requirement, namely, the
construction of a numerical schemewhich allows the system to pass smoothly from an atomistic to a coarse-
grained dynamic evolution in space in such away that the dynamics of the atomistic part is not perturbed
signiﬁcantly by the dynamics of the coarse-grained part and vice versa. Theﬂowofmolecules between the two
regionsmust be constructed in such away that the exchange happens under conditions of thermodynamic
equilibrium; it is expected that static and dynamical properties of the atomistic regionmust be the same as in an
4
In order to convert speciﬁc adaptivemethods to a grand canonical-like setup (inmost such techniques) onemust go beyond the request of
having a globalHamiltonianwith a physicalmeaning. In fact in theHamiltonian and Lagrangian based techniques, one canﬁnd statements
justifying the artiﬁcial/technical process of changing the resolution of amolecule as a ‘realistic physical process’. This in turn led the adaptive
idea to be conceptually forced in a canonical ormicrocanonical ensemble only for the sake of familiarity with standardMDapproaches. A
globalHamiltonian does notmake the conceptual derivationmore rigorous than a forced-based approach, in fact it leads to implicit
violations of basic principles of statisticalmechanics and/or an increase in computational costs (i.e., lack of energy conservation [25, 34],
thermodynamic state-dependentHamiltonians employed forﬁrst principles statisticalmechanics analysis [35], increase in number of
interactions as a function of the size of the systemwhichmakes the number of calculations impossible even for futuristic computers [27]). It
is our opinion that the essential point is that the change of resolution is not a realistic physical process thus there is not a physics of reference
against which to compare the correctness of properties ofmolecules with hybrid resolution. The only knownﬁrst principleHamiltonians are
those of the high resolution and of the coarse grained regions; they have a particle-dependent form and areHamiltonians typical of a grand
canonical formulation. The hybridHamiltonian cannot be ﬁrst principle because nature does not display changing resolution as a physical
realistic process, thus a globalHamiltonian, while itmay be technically useful in some cases [36], is conceptually artiﬁcial by deﬁnition and
may be interpreted as a regression of the conceptual validity of the adaptive resolutionmethod (if the globalHamiltonian is used for
conceptual validation of themethod). Instead, the perspective we propose in this paper is at the same time simple and unambiguous, that is,
to treat the adaptive technique as a grand canonical-like setup and consider the interface region as a nonphysical ﬁlterwith negligible (but
numerically quantiﬁed) surface-like effects over the rest of the system.
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equivalent subsystemof a fully atomistic reference simulation. The construction of such a numericalmachine is
reported step by step below:
• The space is partitioned in three regions, one characterized by atomistic resolution (AT) and one
characterized by coarse-grained (usually spherical) resolution (CG) and a relatively small interface region
with hybrid resolution (transition region or hybrid region) (Δ orHY).
• Molecules in the different regions are smoothly coupled through a spatial interpolation formula for the
forces:
w w w wF r r F r r F( ) ( ) 1 ( ) ( ) (9)i j i j i j i j i j, ,
AT
,
CG⎡⎣ ⎤⎦= + −
where i and j indicates twomolecules, FAT is the force corresponding the atomistic interactions (UAT) (e.g.
standard Lennard–Jones or Coulomb atomistic potential) and FCG is the force corresponding to the coarse-
grained interaction potentialUCG (e.g. standardCOM-COMpotential, where COMstays for ‘the center of
mass’), r is the COMposition of themolecule and w x( ) is a smooth function, deﬁned over the transition
region (Δ), which goes from0 to 1 (or vice versa). It acts in such away that the lower resolution is slowly
transformed in the high resolution (or vice versa), as illustrated in ﬁgure 1.
• A thermodynamic force, deﬁned via ﬁrst principles of thermodynamics, acts on theCOMof eachmolecule
and a thermostat is added to assure the overall thermodynamic equilibrium at the chosen temperature. The
thermodynamic force is derived in such away that: p pF r r( )dAT 0 th CG∫ρ+ =Δ , where pAT is the chosen
pressure of the atomistic system (region), pCG is the pressure of the coarse-grainedmodel, 0ρ is the chosen
molecular density of the atomistic system (region) [29] (the explicit expression of F r( )th will be speciﬁed later
on). A thermostat is added to take care of the loss/gain of energy in the transition region. This is the ﬁrst step
to pass from the original intuitive idea of AdResS to awell founded grand canonical framework of themethod.
In the original AdResS setup, the thermostat acts over thewhole system (see top panel ofﬁgure 1), in this
work the idea has been developed further and in order tomatch the requirements of the reservoir of the BL
model for the calculation of equilibrium time correlation functions, we have constructed a setup inwhich the
thermostat is applied to the reservoir only (i.e. hybrid and coarse-grained region); see bottompanel of
ﬁgure 1.
Figure 1.Pictorial representation of the AdResS scheme; CG indicates the coarse-grained region,HY the hybrid regionwhere
atomistic and coarse-grained forces are interpolated via a space dependent, slowly varying, function w x( ), andAT the atomistic
region (that is the region of interest). Top, the standard setupwith the thermostat that acts globally on thewhole system. Bottom, the
‘local’ thermostat technique employed in this work.
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In [24] and [21] necessary conditions in Δwere derived so that the spatial probability distribution in the
atomistic regionwas close to that of a fully atomistic reference systemup to a certain chosen order. The
probability distribution is that of a grand canonical ensemble, hence the name grand-canonical-AdResS (GC-
AdResS).We deﬁne themth order statistics of a joint probability distribution ofMmolecules, p r r( , , )M1 ⋯ , as
p pr r r r r r r r( , , ) ( , , , , , ) d d . (10)m m m m M m N( ) 1 1 1 1∫⋯ = ⋯ ⋯ ⋯+ +
Themolecular number density r( )ρ corresponds to theﬁrst order, the radial distribution function to the second,
three-body distributions to the third order statistics and so on; examples of how the statistics in the atomistic
region is reproducedwill be shown later on.We emphasize that, by construction of themethod, the accuracy in
the atomistic region is independent of the accuracy of the coarse-grainedmodel, thus, in the coarse-grained
region, one can use a generic liquid of spheres whose only requirement is that it has the samemolecular density
as the reference system (i.e. we need only to know the distribution of the reservoir and not itsmicroscopic
details, which is in accordancewith the basic principle of construction of the BL reservoir). It was numerically
demonstrated for the case of liquidwater that the target grand canonical distribution, numerically deﬁned as the
probability distribution of a subsystem (of the size of the atomistic region inGC-AdResS) in a large fully
atomistic simulation, is accurately reproduced to (at least) third order. To complete the idea of grand canonical-
like setup, it was shown that the sumof thework of F r( )th and of the thermostat in the transition region is
equivalent to the difference of the chemical potentials between the atomistic and coarse-grained resolution (at
the given thermodynamic conditions). Details will be given later on.
The construction of a thermostat that acts only in the hybrid andCG regionsmakes the reservoir of GC-
AdResS the effective technical translation of the reservoir hypothesized by Bergmann and Lebowitz in their
model. A detailed discussion of the validity of the approximations of themethod in the light of the theoretical
hypothesis of the BLmodel is outlined in the next section.
5. Bergmann–Lebowitzmodel andGC-AdResS
In this sectionwe analyze the correspondence between the BLmodel andGC-AdResS,more speciﬁcally wewill
discuss the possiblemathematicalmapping between the formulas of the twomodels and analyze the
corresponding algorithmicmeaning.
5.1.Mapping theHamiltonian of theAT region
For the ithmolecule, at position ri in the AT region of AdResS (hereafter named ‘system’), we have w r( ) 1i = ,
thus the corresponding force can be divided into two contributions; one is the force generated by the interaction
ofmolecule iwithmolecules of the AT region:
jF F , AT (11)i j i j, ,
AT= ∀ ∈
and one is the force generated by the interactionwithmolecules of the reservoir
w w j CGF r F r F( ) 1 ( ) , . (12)i j j i j j i j, ,
AT
,
CG⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ Δ= + − ∀ ∈ +










where i is the gradient w.r.t.molecule i. Equation (12) expresses instead the action ofmolecules of the reservoir
onmolecule i, that is an external force. The system–reservoir coupling termof equation (12) rules out the
existence of amicroscopicHamiltonian for the system (embedded in the reservoir) and thus impedes a
straightforward correspondence between the BLHamiltonian,HM, of equation (7) (or H X( )M of equation (8))
and theHamiltonian of theAT region,HAT, of theAdResSmodel. However, here wewant to advocate the view
that the AdResSmodel can bemapped to the BL framework, even though a rigorous derivation of the BL kernel
from amicroscopicmodel is beyond the scope of this paper.Wewill provide numerical evidence for this point of
view later on in the text. Roughly speaking, onemay argue that the nonintegrable part of the dynamics in theHY
region represents a boundary effect that can be absorbed in the deﬁnition of the transition kernel. To elaborate
on this point, weﬁrst notice that equation (12) can be recast as:
w w w U w UF r F r F r r( ) 1 ( ) ( ) 1 ( ) . (14)i
j
j i j j i j
j








⎡⎣ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎤⎦ ∑ ∑= + − = + −
Δ Δ∈ + ∈ +
Hence the net force on the ith particle can be considered as a (nonlocal) gradient ﬁeld that is instantaneously
produced by the externalﬁeld generated by the othermolecules. As a consequence, the energy of the ithmolecule
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at time t 0> associatedwith the coupling force of equation (14) can be deﬁned as













where theUij· represent the interaction energies betweenmolecule i at position ri and the othermolecules sitting
at rj. The total energy in the system at time t is then deﬁned as








The quantity of equation (16) should be compared to the amount of energy,WAT AT− , corresponding to the
interaction betweenmolecules of theAT region only:W t U i j( ) ; , AT
i j
ij
AT AT AT∑= ∈−
<
. If
W t W t
W t
t
( ) ( )
( )
1; (17)






then it seems reasonable to approximate the total energy of the atomistic systemby theHamiltonian of the AT
region,
H H (18)AT AT AT≈ −
which corresponds to themicroscopicHamiltonian HM of the BLmodel. For all practical purposes,
equation (17) holds truewhen theHY region can be considered thin compared to theAT region andwhen the
AT region is large. In this case, given the typical cutoff radius of interactions across theHY region, there is no
direct interaction between the AT region and theCG region.However, equation (17)may not hold undermore
realistic conditions as they are routinely used inAdResS simulation, with a not too large AT region and anHY
region that is not too thin so as to avoid numerically stiff systems. Figure 2 displays the behaviour ofW t( )AT AT−
andW t( )AT RES− for a systemof 5000molecules (about 450 in the AT region) that represents aworst case scenario
in this regard.We observe thatW t( )AT AT− is at least one order ofmagnitude larger thanW t( )AT RES− , so that the
modeling error in terms of equilibrium expectation values that arises from replacing HM of the BLmodel by
HAT AT− is about 10%. This estimate is clearly an upper bound for themodel error and the neglected terms can be
remodeled by an appropriate choice or parametrization of the kernel, as will be discussed in the next paragraph.
A numerical test with a system close to the ideal condition of thermodynamic limit (100000molecules, with
20000 in the AT region) shows that the energy contributionW t( )AT RES− is less than 1%. Hence, for all practical
purposes, H HM AT AT= − fully speciﬁes themicroscopic characteristics of theAT system.
5.2. The action of the reservoir and the interpretation of the transition kernel
We shall proceedwith discussing the correspondence between the BL andGC-AdResS reservoirs and the role of
the kernel. To this endwe recall that, in the BL framework, K X X( , )NM N M′ is the transition rate for the system in
stateXM tomake a transition to XN′ as a result of the interactionwith the reservoir. Further, recall that (6) is both
necessary and sufﬁcient for the system to admit a unique stationary grand canonical distribution. This implies
that (6) holds by construction ofGC-AdResS that is ergodic with respect to the grand canonical distribution.
Figure 2.Main ﬁgure: potential energy of the subsystem as a function of time,W t( )AT AT− , compared to the energy associatedwith the
interaction between subsystem and reservoir,W t( )AT RES− ; the former is at least one order ofmagnitude larger than the latter. Inset:
the relative effect of the interaction between theAT region and the reservoir as a function of time:
W t W t
W t
( ) ( )
( )
AT AT AT RES
AT AT





can be clearly seen that the contribution is, atmost, 10%. Itmust be underlined that in a test donewith amuch larger system, the effect
goes below 1.0%.
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This clearly does not uniquely determine the transition kernel, nor does it guarantee its existence, butwewill
discuss how the transition kernel can be interpretedwithin theGC-AdResS framework.
The inﬂuence of theGC-AdResS reservoir on the dynamics in the AT region comprises three contributions:
(a) the thermostat, (b) the thermodynamic force, and (c) the coupling force (14). Firstly, the function of the
thermostat is that of assuring thermal stability of the reservoir and, as a consequence, of the system. Thermal
stability is guaranteed by irreducibility of the kernel, so that it is possible to go from any region of the ATphase
space to any other regionwith a positive probability [22]. A slightly stronger condition is that the dynamics are
ergodic which is guaranteed by the recurrence of the dynamics, i.e., every phase space region is visited inﬁnitely
oftenwith a positive probability.We should emphasize that this condition is known to be false for almost all
deterministicHamiltonian systems expect for certain billiards and geodesic ﬂows on surfaces of constant
negativemean curvature, therefore we use a gentle stochastic thermostat in AdResS.We refrain from going into
detail here and instead refer to [23] for a discussion of this issue.
Secondly, the thermodynamic force is computed via the following iterative procedure:
F x F x
M











Theﬁxed point iteration converges locally as the density proﬁle across theHY region becomes ﬂat. This requires
an exchange of particles between theAT and theCG regions, hence the thermodynamic force has the effect that
the number of particles in the AT region vary in such away that the average number density is constant (equal to
theﬁxed target density). This alsomeans that, by transporting the action of the thermostat, the effect of F x( )th is
to impose the stationary distribution of the reservoir at the ﬁrst order ( x( )ρ ), independently of the interaction
between the reservoir and the system; this condition is equivalent to themain condition requested/satisﬁed by
the reservoir in the BLmodel. The computation of the thermodynamic force corresponds to the equilibration
procedure ofGC-AdResS; once theﬁxed-point iteration has converged (which it does at least locally), the
obtained force is used for the simulations of production runs. The chemical potential, ATμ μ= , in (6) is then
automatically determined according to the equation (see [24, 28] for details)
, (20)CG AT th Qμ μ ω ω= + +
where F r r( )dth th∫ω =
Δ
and w w U Ur r( ) ( ) drQ AT CG gas∫ω ω= 〈 − 〉 +
Δ
, w r( ) is the force interpolation
function of equation (9) and gasω is the chemical potential in the absence of intermolecular interactions and
· r〈 〉 indicates the conditional equilibrium average forﬁxedAT conﬁgurations.
Equation (20) is theminimal necessary condition that theGC-AdResS system should satisfy in order to have
a grand canonical-likemolecular dynamics, i.e. to satisfy the condition equation (6), and, as stated above, it is
imposed by the thermodynamic force. The numerical veriﬁcation that indeed theAT region ofGC-AdResS
behaves as a grand canonical ensemble is thenmade by comparing quantities calculated in theGC-AdResS AT
systemwith those calculated in an equivalent subsystemof a fully atomistic reference system (see results in
section 6.1). A subsystem in a fully atomistic simulation, if the subsystem and the total system are large enough,
is a natural grand canonical system. It follows that if the reservoir in the fully atomistic reference system and the
GC-AdResS reservoir have the identical insertion/deletion behaviour (equation (6)), theymust spend the same
amount of energy in insertion/deletion, i.e. have the same chemical potential difference between the AT region
and the rest of the system. This implies that the condition of equation (6) in the BLmodel corresponds to
equation (20) of theGC-AdResSmodel.
Thirdly, in accordance with the above reasoning, the coupling force in (14) does not give amajor energetic
contribution to theAT interactions. Nevertheless it involves strong repulsive forces that prevent themolecules
entering in the AT region fromoverlappingwithmolecules that are already in the AT region, whichwould
produce (numerical) singularities that would automatically stop the simulation. This soft collision-avoidance
has the effect that the smooth density of the transition kernel is exponentially decaying outside the admissible
(non-overlapping) particle conﬁgurations.Hence, even though the coupling force can be conceptually neglected
as far as the construction of the transition kernel is concerned, it plays a key role in the numerical simulation as it
imposes collision-avoidance betweenAT andHY/CGparticles in a robust and numerically efﬁcient way.
Altogether, even thoughwe cannot give a rigorous derivation of the BL kernel within theGC-AdResS
framework, we have described how some of the properties of the kernel that guarantee well-posedness of the
dynamics can be inferred from the properties of the various force contributions. It is unclear whether it is
possible towrite the kernel explicitly in terms of the forces.We shall argue that, even though such a direct link
may not exist, it is still possible to realize the BLmodel numerically, andGC-AdResS does exactly this. For
example, stochastic insertion/removal ofmolecules in the system (see [8, 16]) can be used to realize
K X X( , )NM N M′ in aMonte Carlo fashion. The basic idea is that amolecule is inserted in the systemby searching a
location that is close to aminimum free energy conﬁguration followed by a local equilibrationwhere the rate of
insertion is deﬁned by the chemical potential of the system in accordance with (6); equivalently, within the
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framework ofGC-AdResS the randomparticle numberﬂuctuations (in the AT region) are realized by the self-
consistent iteration of the thermodynamic force.
5.3. Bergmann–Lebowitzmodel as conceptual guideline for the calculation of equilibrium time correlation
functions in theGC-AdResS
According to popular textbooks of statisticalmechanics andmolecular simulation (see e.g. [13]), the general
deﬁnition of the equilibrium time correlation function, C t( )AB between two physical observables,A andB is:
( )
C t a b t f a b
f a b
p q p q p q p q
p q p q p q p p q q p q
( ) (0) ( ) d d ( , ) ( , )e ( , )






= 〈 〉 =
=
where, a p q( , ) and b p q( , ) are phase space functions corresponding to the observablesA andB respectively,
a a t(0) ( 0)= = and b t( ) is the function at time t, f p q( , ) is the equilibriumdistribution function and the
dynamics is generated by the Liouville operator iL. The notation p p q q p q( , ), ( , )t t is taken from [13] and
indicates the time evolution at time t of themomenta and positionswith initial condition p q, . For a canonical
ensemble the deﬁnition in equation (21) takes the explicit form:
( )C t
Q
a bp q p q p p q q p q( )
1




p q( , )N∫= −
whereQN is the canonical partition function and H p q( , )N theHamiltonian of a systemwithN (constant)
molecules. According to equation (22), the numerical calculation of C t( )AB can be done by calculating a p q( , )
and b p p q q p q( ( , ), ( , ))t t along eachMD trajectory and averaging over all the data obtained. The trajectories
must be long enough so that the basic requirements of ergodicity and statistical relevance of the data can be safely
assumed. In such a case the dynamics generated by the Liouvillian operator is well deﬁned, since the Liouville




p q q p






















Now let us formally generalize equation (22) to the case of a grand canonical ensemble:
( )C t
Q
a bp q p q p p q q p q( )
1




kT N N t N N t N N
p q
GC





whereQGC is the grand canonical partition function, μ the chemical potential andN the number of particles
(now varying in time) of the system. The difﬁculty lies in how to interpret the quantity
b p p q q p q( ( , ), ( , ))t N N t N N . In fact, at a given time t the system evolved from its initial condition and it is likely
to have a number of particles/molecules N′different from the initial state. The correspondence ofGC-AdResS
with themodel of Bergmann and Lebowitz plays a key role formaking sense of b p p q q p q( ( , ), ( , ))t N N t N N in
the numerical simulation as equation (7) states that there exists a Liouvillian iLM , the action of which is to evolve
the system from p q( , )N N to p q( , )t t with N′molecules. Aswe have argued, the operator iLM is well deﬁned
within theGC-AdResS framework. Thus the correspondence between the BLmodel andGC-AdResS leads to
the following ready-to-use deﬁnition of the equilibrium time correlation functions for numerical simulations
withGC-AdResS: ‘if amolecule leaves the AT region in the observation timewindow, its contribution to the
correlation function is neglected’. This principle is in agreement with the philosophy of the BLmodel, which
asserts that amolecule entering into the reservoir loses itsmicroscopic identity.
6.Numerical results
Herewe report numerical results for liquidwater (SPC/Emodel) at room conditions. The section is divided in
two parts: the ﬁrst is dedicated to the calculation of static properties with the intention of demonstrating—
numerically—thatGC-AdResS produces results typical of a natural grand canonical system (as deﬁned before).
The second part is dedicated to the calculation of the equilibrium time correlation functions. In such a case the
exchange of particles with the reservoir poses, on the one hand, the conceptual question of how to deﬁne the
Liuoville operator of the atomistic region and, on the other hand, the practical question of how to count
correlationswhen amolecules leaves the atomistic region or enters it. The theoretical concepts of section 2
actually give the guidelines to solve both problems.Wewillﬁrst prove that, with the deﬁnitions taken from
section 2, GC-AdResS gives the same results as those of an open subsystemof a fully atomisticNVE simulation.
Next, since in the thermodynamic limit all ensembles are equivalent, we expect, for physical consistency, that by
increasing the size of the atomistic region, results systematically converge to those of a full NVE simulation
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where the calculations are performed over thewhole system; the numerical results reported below conﬁrmour
expectations.
6.1. Static properties
Figures 3–5 and tables 1 and 2 show static properties calculatedwith local thermostatGC-AdResS compared to
NVE full atomistic calculations of an equivalent subsystem. Inparticular,ﬁgures 3 and 4 show thatGC-AdResS,
with the current deﬁnitionof reservoir, canproperly reproduce the probability distributionof a natural grand
canonical at least up to secondorder. Thedifferencewith the results of [24] is that the transition region is
considerably smaller and that the thermostat acts only in the reservoir. A few remarks in this regard are in order: in
ﬁgure 3 the number particle density ofGC-AdResS agrees in a satisfactorywaywith that of theNVE calculation, the
largest deviation (below 5%) is at the border of the atomistic regionwith the hybrid region. This is due to the
abrupt absence of the thermostat. The effect is negligible anyway, however, there are three technical optionswhich
allowus tomake the effects of such a difference even smaller: (a) apply the rigorousGC-AdResSprotocol and
consider an additional (but, differently from[24], negligible) atomistic buffer as part of the transition region, (b)
require that the convergence of the thermodynamic force is stricter, (c) slowly switch off the thermostat in the
transition regionnear the atomistic region.Herewehave opted for the simpler option (a), because in any case the
effects of this discrepancyon the calculationof physical quantities producenomore than10% of deviation
compared to the reference data (see discussionbelow). Figure 5 reports the particle number probability
distribution of the subsystemcomparedwith an equivalentNVE subsystem, the shapeof both curves is aGaussian
and the curve ofGC-AdResS is indeed shifted compared to theNVEof reference, but only for twoparticles. Ifwe
apply the rigorousGC-AdResS protocol and consider an additional (negligible) atomistic buffer, then the two
curves essentially overlap, seeﬁgure 5 (bottom). Table 1 shows the robustness of themethod as a grand canonical
setup for the calculationof a thermodynamic property, that is, energyﬂuctuation and the covariance (see appendix
for deﬁnitions and technical details). Regarding the accuracy, in theworst case the deviation is nomore than10%,
whichwould alreadybenumerically satisfactory.However, ifwe apply the rigorousGC-AdResS protocol (as in
ﬁgure 5 (bottom)) themaximumdeviation falls down to 3% only, see table 2.
An additional test was done in order to prove that GC-AdResS satisﬁes a thermodynamic condition of a
grand canonical ensemble in the thermodynamic limit. In fact in the thermodynamic limit the isothermal







ρ κ = 〈 〉 − 〈 〉
〈 〉
where ρ is the density of particles, kB the Boltzmann constant and,T 298 K= , the temperature. The test was
done for a systemof 20000molecules with a reservoir of 800000 (total number ofmolecules 100000) at a
pressure of atm1 ; in this case we obtained 44.6 1.6 10 (bar )T 6 1κ = ± − which should be comparedwith the
value of 45.9 1.2 10 (bar )6 1± − of the corresponding fully atomistic system andwith the value of about
Figure 3.Molecular number density calculatedwithAdResSwhere the thermostat is acting only in the reservoir. Results are compared
with the density obtained for an equivalent subsystem (1.2 nm) in a full atomisticNVE simulation. A discrepancy of about 5% can be
observed at the border of the AT region (vertical lines). Besides the fact that a discrepancy of 5% is not dramatic, in general the
rigorous application of GC-AdResS requires that this part of the hybrid region contains a buffer of fully atomisticmolecules. Herewe
want to show that even in theworst case scenario, the numerical accuracy is still very high.
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45.25 10 (bar )6 1− [32, 33] of experiments and 44.0 10 (bar )6 1− fromNPT simulations of SPC/Ewater [33];
the overall accuracy is within 5% (in theworst case), which can be considered a satisfactory result. Itmust also be
underlined that an effective compressibility, equation (25), was found to be the same inGC-AdResS and in the
fully atomistic simulation (see also [29]). Given the satisfactory tests for static properties, which prove that
indeed the reservoir based on the local thermostat of GC-AdResS produces grand canonical statistics, we can
Figure 4.Oxygen–oxygen (top), oxygen–hydrogen (middle) and hydrogen–hydrogen (bottom) radial distribution functions
calculatedwith AdResSwhere the thermostat is acting only in the reservoir. Such functions are comparedwith the results obtained for
an equivalent subsystem (1.2 nm) in a fully atomistic NVE simulation andwith the same quantity calculated over the entire system in
the fully atomistic simulation; the agreement is highly satisfactory.
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Figure 5. (Top) Particle number probability distribution of AdResS comparedwith the equivalentNVE subsystem. The subsystem
employed for this calculation is an open subsystem embedded into theNVE global system (i.e. we consider onlymolecules in a
subregion of the globalNVE system). Such a subsystemhas the same size of atomistic region as AdResS; it freely exchangesmolecules
with the rest of the system. The shape of both curves is a Gaussian (reference black continuous curve); the curve of AdResS is shifted
compared to theNVE results of only twoparticles. However, if we consider the additional atomistic buffer (bottom), as it should be if
the principles of GC-AdResS are rigorously applied, then the two curves overlap.
Table 1.Thermodynamic ﬂuctuations calculated in
atomistic subregion (EX=1.2) inGC-AdResS and
full-atom simulations. There is a discrepancy of
around 5–10%between the results of GC-AdResS




2 2〈 〉 − 〈 〉
〈 〉 20.6 ± 0.4 19.3 ± 0.4
NE N E
N
〈 〉 − 〈 〉〈 〉
〈 〉 4.4 ± 0.2 3.9 ± 0.2
Table 2. Same quantities as above calculated in the
region excluding the (negligible) part where the
density is 5% off compared to the reference den-
sity, as discussed inﬁgure 3. The numerical results
inGC-AdResS and the full-atom simulation agree




2 2〈 〉 − 〈 〉
〈 〉 27.1 ± 0.5 26.4 ± 0.5
NE N E
N
〈 〉 − 〈 〉〈 〉
〈 〉 5.1 ± 0.2 4.9 ± 0.2
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nowproceedwith the calculations of equilibrium time correlation functionswhere the notion of the BL Liouville
operator in the limit of a grand canonical ensemble comes into play in order to provide theoretical solidity to the
numerical calculations.
6.2.Dynamic properties
Here we report the numerical results of the application of GC-AdResS to the calculation of three
relevant equilibrium time correlation functions for SPC/E water at room conditions. The GC-AdResS
results are compared with the results obtained for an equivalent subsystem in a fully atomistic NVE
simulation. Figure 6 shows the velocity-velocity autocorrelation function, C t( )VV (top), (molecular)
dipole-dipole autocorrelation function, C t( )μμ (middle), reactive ﬂux correlation function, k t( )
(bottom); the agreement between GC-AdResS and the fully atomistic NVE simulation is remarkable.
This implies that the ‘ideal’ reservoir of the GC-AdResS method is very close to the thermodynamic
limit of a microscopic system. A necessary condition of general validity of the concepts and calculations
shown here is that, as the AT region of GC-AdResS increases, results must systematically converge to
those obtained for the whole system of the fully atomistic NVE simulation. This principle corresponds
to the fact that in the thermodynamic limit all the ensembles are equivalent. Figure 7 shows the
systematic convergence of the curves to the fully atomistic reference as a function of the size of the AT
subsystem of AdResS. A general remark valid when adaptive resolution is used as a multiscale
technique rather than as grand canonical setup must be made: it must be noticed that the procedure
deﬁned above to calculate time correlation functions introduces a connection between the decay of a
correlation function in time and the spatial locality of the process associated with such a decay. For
example, in dense gases decay times are relatively large, thus if the size of the atomistic region is too
small, many molecules are likely to leave such a region with the effect that the decay time would be
shorter than the real one. In practical terms, a way to probe whether or not our method captures a
certain decay process is to perform a study where the size of the atomistic region is systematically
varied and observe the convergence of the correlation function of interest. At the same time it must
also be noticed that the connection between decay times and spatial locality is not necessarily a
limitation of the procedure, but actually represents one of its main conceptual advantages; in fact it
allows us to identify the essential (atomistic) degrees of freedom (in space and time) required for a
certain process.
7. Conclusions
Wehave discussed the BLmodel as a prototypical theoretical construction for describing the statistical
mechanics of open systems.Despite its conceptual solidity, themodel has not been employed or discussed in
connectionwith the development ofMD techniqueswith a varying number ofmolecules. Aswe have argued,
however, themodel turns out to be very useful as far as the conceptual validation ofMD techniques is concerned.
We have discussed its connection to theGC-AdResSMD technique and used its principles to deﬁne equilibrium
time correlation functions for a systemwith a varying number ofmolecules. Numerical results for a relevant
system, liquidwater at room conditions, are highly promising.We have then discussed the computational
efﬁciency and convenience ofGC-AdResS. Given the technical robustness of GC-AdResS and its conceptual
validationwithin the BLmodel, one can think from this perspective aboutmoving forward and also approaching
systems out of equilibrium, e.g. subject to an external perturbation. For example, biomolecules in solution
whose conformational dynamics is driven by an external (electric) ﬁeld as in [30]. The response of the system to
an external perturbation requires a numerical technique similar to that employed in the calculation of
equilibrium time correlation functions,moreover the region ofmicroscopic interest is limited to the ﬁrst two to
three solvation shells of themolecule, which is an ideal test case for a AdResS-like technique. The study of open
systems is gaining popularity and the development of techniqueswhich are both computationally efﬁcient and
theoretically well founded is a necessity ofmodern research in the ﬁeld ofmolecular simulation; GC-AdResS is
such an example.
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Figure 6.Three relevant equilibrium time correlation functions for SPC/Ewater at room conditions calculatedwithGC-AdResS and
for an equivalent subsystem in a fully atomistic NVE simulation; as before, velocity–velocity autocorrelation function, C t( )VV ,
(molecular) dipole–dipole autocorrelation function, C t( )μμ , reactive ﬂux correlation function, k t( ) (semilogarithmic plot). The
agreement betweenGC-AdResS and the fully atomistic simulation is highly satisfactory.
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AppendixA. Technical details
All simulations are performed by home-modiﬁedGROMACS [37], and the thermodynamic force inAdResS
simulations is obtained using theVOTCA [38] package. The SPC/E [39]watermodel is used in all the
simulations. The system contains 5000watermolecules and the dimensions of the system are 14.6 3.2 3.2× ×
nm3. In AdResS simulations, the resolution of themolecules changes only in the x direction, as depicted in
ﬁgure 1. Three different atomistic regions are used inAdResS simulations, whose sizes are 0.6 3.2 3.2× × nm3,
1.2 3.2 3.2× × nm3 and 4.8 3.2 3.2× × nm3 (this latter being aworst case scenario for the reservoir, still
results are very promising). The size of the hybrid region is kept the same in all three cases, 2.9 3.2 3.2× × nm3.
The remaining system contains coarse-grained particles, which interact via genericWCApotential of the form:
Figure 7. Systematic convergence of C t( )VV , C t( )μμ and k t( ) (semilogarithmic plot) ofGC-AdResS to the fully atomistic NVE results
calculated over the whole system.
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The parameters σ and ϵ in the current simulations are 0.30 nmand 0.65 kJmol 1− , respectively. The time step
used in the simulations is 0.002 ps, and the coordinates and velocities are recorded after every 10 time steps, i.e.
0.02 ps. All simulations are performed at room temperature, 298K. The coarse-grained and the hybrid region in
the AdResS system are coupled to a Langevin thermostat, whose time scale is 0.1 ps. The reactionﬁeldmethod
[40, 41] is used for calculating the electrostatic interactions in the system,with dielectric constant RFϵ = ∞, as
this tends to give good energy conservation. The ‘switch’ cutoffmethod is used to treat the van derWaals
interactions. The cutoff radius for interactions is 1.2 nm. For a 1 ns full atomistic simulation (without any
thermostat), the total energy obtained is 195846− kJmol 1− and the drift is just 11.4 kJmol 1− , which is less
0.01%. The dynamical results from thismicro-canonical ensemble are comparedwith results fromAdResS
simulations. All the dynamical properties are computed from equilibrated trajectories of 1 ns in fully atomistic

















where ·〈 〉denotes the equilibrium average and v t v( ) · (0)i i〈 〉 computes the correlation between the velocities
of the ithmolecule at times 0 and t. In this work, the velocity autocorrelation function is calculated only for the

















where t( ) · (0)i iμ μ〈 〉 computes the correlation between the dipolemoment of the ithmolecule at times 0 and t.
In the current implementation of AdResS, the electrostatic interactions are calculated by a short ranged reaction
ﬁeldmethod. The dipole autocorrelation function results are consistent with the fully atomistic simulation, also
using reaction-ﬁeld.We also tested the particlemesh Ewald (PME)method [42] as an alternative approach to
compute coulomb interactions and calculated the dipole autocorrelation function in a fully atomistic
simulation, and found that the results were identical. The reactiveﬂux hydrogen bond correlation [43–46]
function is deﬁned as:
k t C t( ) d d (A.4)HH= −









Here h is the hydrogen bond population operator for a particular pair ofmolecules. It is assigned a value of ‘1’ if
there is a hydrogen bond between this pair, otherwise a value ‘0’. The criteria for considering a hydrogen bond
between twowatermolecules is (1) inter-oxygen distance is less than 0.35 nmand (2) theO H O− … angle is
smaller than 30°. The function C t( )HH is the conditional probability that a hydrogen bond between a pair of
molecules is present at time ‘t’, given that it was present at time zero. In both the fully atomistic andAdResS
simulations, ﬁrst C t( )HH was calculated and then k t( )was obtained by taking the numerical derivative of
C t( )HH , using a time step of 0.02 ps.
Appendix B. Thermodynamicﬂuctuations












( , ) (B.2)= 〈 〉 − 〈 〉〈 〉
〈 〉
whereVar E( ) is the variance in the total energy of themolecules in the atomistic subregion inAdResS and an
equivalent subregion in the full-atom simulations, CoVar N E( , ) is the covariance between the total energy of
themolecules and the number ofmolecules which are present in the atomistic subregion inAdResS and an
equivalent subregion in the full-atom simulations. The energyE consists of the sumof the kinetic energy of the
molecules in the region considered, plus the energy coming from the interactions of eachmolecule with all the
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othermolecules of the region considered. The interactions with the reservoir, deﬁned in the text as ‘technical
interactions’, are not counted, for consistencywith the deﬁnition of reservoir in the BLmodel. The different
properties are calculated from a 2 ns long trajectory. The error in the data was calculated using ‘block-averaging’
analysis.
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